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Abstract: In 1999, the Ministry of Education issued the guidelines for the high school 
music appreciation teaching Symphony "(Trial)" notice, definitely require college 
students taking the symphony music appreciation course. Since then launched a 
nationwide student popularizing Symphony Music activities. But over the past ten years, 
major colleges and universities "symphonic music appreciation" the little success. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In 1998, the former Vice Premier Li Lanqing and some musicians in the symphonic 
music problem of colleges and universities speech pointed out that, let 5 million 
students make up this symphonic music lesson, and improve the students' literacy in 
symphonic music. Since 1999 the Ministry of Education issued the "guidelines for the 
high school music appreciation teaching" Symphony "(Trial)" notice ,definitely require 
college students taking the symphony music appreciation course.. Since then launched 
a nationwide student popularizing Symphony Music activities. College students are the 
main force to promote the development of China's future, and comprehensively 
improve the cultural quality of college students, it should be said that is an important 
strategy. At the same time, college students' cultural level is relatively high, relatively 
easy to accept and understand the depth of the music works. The symphonic music for 
college students, as the forerunner of popularizing symphony music, have an 
important impact on the development and popularization of symphonic music in the 
Chinese will. But over the past ten years, major colleges and universities "symphonic 
music appreciation" with little success.  
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2. Symphony Music Appreciation Students' Quality Analysis 
 
Everything from the actual departure. In order to make a symphony appreciation 
quality of students, know their appreciation level and requirements, is conducive to 
select material, target-oriented.  

Symphony Appreciation can be divided into two categories: one is an outsider, the 
other is a professional.  

Because quite a few students come from rural or urban areas that are not 
economically developed. Parents unable to support their children to learn music. 
Coupled with the cultural environment of rural and urban areas, education conditions 
behind, some places due to lack of teachers and facilities, music lessons can not be 
carried out. So many college students lack basic knowledge of music, such as spectrum, 
could not understand scales, no melody, become amateur music.  

Aesthetes Li Houzhuoze talking about aesthetic said, "everyone has this kind of 
aesthetic experience, no matter when viewing the plum blossom, see the Peking Opera, 
read poetry, is not the first by a rational consideration to decide whether should 
appreciate it, should produce beauty. On the contrary, but there is no gu and consider, 
reasoning, and immediately felt objects of beauty and not beauty, even feel no beauty 
or not after he couldn't say a reason to." Actually in front of the appreciation of music. 
Although lay by the lack of basic music accomplishment, but in front of the face of 
beautiful music, they will also be infected. Feel from France, and "still couldn't say a 
reason to". So they eagerly want to have the beautiful reason "speak", make sense of 
it.  

Li Ze thick aesthetician in the aesthetic said, "we all have this aesthetic experience, 
whether ornamental plum or opera or read poetry or not through a rational 
consideration before deciding should not appreciate it, should not have a sense of 
beauty. On the contrary, but did not attend to and consider, reasoning, and 
immediately feel the object of the United States and not the United States, and even 
did not feel or not the United States is also a reason to say." In fact, the same is true 
in the face of music. Although the layman's appreciation of the lack of basic music 
literacy, but in the face of the beauty of music, they will also be infected. And feel the 
United States, but also for a moment to say no reason to come". So, they are eager to 
bring the beauty of reason "speak out", understand the mystery.  

Experts appreciate, due to family attention, their own interests, the objective 
conditions are sufficient education and other reasons, have a certain quality of music 
such as: learning a musical instrument, to understand the development history of 
music, music is familiar with the famous works. And part of the formation of their own 
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unique views and understanding of music. They want to have a better understanding 
and a more profound understanding in music appreciation class.  

In view of the different levels of themselves, so it should be in accordance with their 
aptitude in teaching, appropriately reflect the differences, to meet the needs of 
different students.  
 

3. "Symphonic Music Appreciation" Classroom Situation 
 
As for Chinese and foreign Symphony Appreciation constitute a large part of the 
teaching process and teaching methods in the not perfect, make the students some 
knowledge of the symphony is not thoroughly understood, not deep. Some even 
difficult to understand. In the face of the beauty of music, some people still difficult to 
say the truth". The beauty of music, only to a thick feeling, but one of the mysteries of, 
say, daobuming.  

1.The students of music foundation, in the process of the class, I found that many 
students can't read music in music literacy is only equivalent to the level of primary 
school students, most students cannot read musical notation and line, totally do not 
understand what is music.  

2.The symphony of the factions and ethnic characteristics of the understanding of 
the characteristics of the fuzzy: can not distinguish what is romantic, what is realism. 
What is unclear is what symphony, waltz, march..What is the national characteristics 
and national style. Such as why Tchaikovsky's music reflects the Russian style, Russian 
style in the end what is the characteristic, how to listen to a symphony will be able to 
identify whether it belongs to the Russian music.  

3.Some music though elegant, but enjoying the level is limited, difficult to 
understand the meaning of. Although some pointed out the meaning, but to enjoy the 
music but feel mediocre, unable to appreciate the beauty of. For example, a 
midsummer night's dream, Handel's works, the works of Bach. The teacher explained 
to indulge in self-admiration wonderful cast pearls before swine. Because it is difficult 
to understand, the sense of frustration of students to enhance the decline in interest.  

4.Did not learn the "language": the teacher taught music, many students will 
appreciate. But when faced with a new song, enjoy and feel unable to start, feel 
confused and confused. This kind of fish and fishing, not only with the students 
themselves, but also teachers and the interpretation process did not explicitly put 
forward the basic appreciation, and strengthen education in teaching, deepen 
students' understanding of the relevant.  

5.Shallow understanding: because of enjoying life experience, knowledge level, 
cultural quality, emotional accumulation is not high, coupled with the teachers in the 
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explanation process rarely enjoy life experience to arouse the music and resonate, 
makes many of them enjoy the noble feelings (celebration of life, natural praise the 
criticism of the age) and unique emotion (pathos lament) not understand thoroughly, 
not deep.  

6."Music" of the role of education is not reflected in "music": Confucius said, "the 
father and son joined together, harmony, this is the ancient sage music creation rule" 
"music at home playing with his brother, listen to, you are saying" the Confucian 
"harmony" can be seen, the music in the regulation of behavior, edify sentiment, 
harmonious interpersonal relationship, promote the extensive and profound effect on 
the progress of social civilization. But because of inherent emotion understanding 
appreciating Symphony shallow. Do not pay attention to enjoying the imagination and 
appreciation of. Therefore, the role of music can not stretch their temperament, 
sublimation of the realm.  
 

4. The Reason Causing "Symphonic Music Appreciation" Classroom 
Situation 

 
1.The Ministry of Education do not pay attention, did not form the theme of symphonic 
music introduced in primary and secondary school music teaching system, the teacher 
does not teach, students do not test, so we are not clear. Wait until the university to 
pay the students like a piece of paper, know nothing about. As early as 1945, the British 
government commissioned composer Britten to write the "Youth Orchestra guide" its 
purpose is to let the young people understand the theme of the symphony of the form. 
Visible in the western countries, the importance of the symphony.  

2.The school does not pay attention to, before the school did not start such courses, 
even if it is also open as an elective, usually in the evening or weekends to open, 
students can learn to learn, there is no pressure to learn. Therefore, there will be no 
multimedia, multimedia devices have problems, students repeatedly leave and so on. 

3.Students do not pay attention to, the students are generally in order to repair the 
mixed credits to a class, so the learning attitude is not correct, it is not possible to 
preview the review, even the teacher arranged after-school homework to appreciate 
music because of the inconvenience and not check.  

4.The teachers do not pay attention, because it is the elective course, the level of the 
students is uneven, teachers often feel that what the teacher did not respond to a 
person in the table below, students do their own thing, do not want more serious 
teaching in the course of time.  
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5. Change the Situation of "Symphony" Course 
 

5.1 Pay Attention to Contrast 
 

The red leaves need green leaves to show the beauty. "There is a comparison to 
identify", there is a comparison in order to allow people to free from the shackles of the 
idea, free thinking. With the contrast, the characteristics of things are clearly 
highlighted. Aesthetics also pointed out that the contrast of the intensity is the cause of 
aesthetic.  

In the teaching process, the symphony with music, waltzes etc. combined with the 
concrete works to be compared, the symphony features prominent. Different times, 
different composers, different styles, different national style of the works are compared, 
can make music style, national characteristics easy to accept. For example, the Russian 
style with Spain, Czech, etc., and then on the basis of the Russian style". This will 
deepen the understanding of students.  

According to the "highbrow" phenomenon, from the music style, structure, 
expression of emotion, skill, rhythm arrangements and other aspects, and some 
"popular literature or art or not mature works, compared to students from defective 
works, let spring snow in green leaves village under the care of showing beauty.  

Compared to other teaching can also include: the magnificent ~simple and rustic, 
monotonous structure of joy and happiness ~ the magnificent atmosphere, grief and 
sorrow, grief and so on ~heroic passionate euphemism. Compared to the music can 
not say and self-evident, not to say and self enlightenment. Sometimes, contrast is 
better than words. (ha ha, my famous thesis). 
 

5.2 Learn to Change 
 
Auditory perception is different from the visual, visual occupy a certain space, real and 
real, distance from people's life experience, so easy to cause Association, promote 
understanding. However, music is elusive unreal, the distance of people's life 
experience is far away. So people need to "far" life experience into their own "near" life 
experience. About to appreciate the unfamiliar experience, emotion. Through the 
mobilization and appreciation of the familiar experience similar emotions, to resonate, 
deepen understanding. "Music is emotional," in the operation, in particular, should pay 
attention to the description of the emotional. Transformation of the object that includes 
the composer's emotional background, including music content. 

For example, Beethoven deaf, which for a musician, is sentenced to death. However, 
the stubborn Beethoven "fate by the throat," to challenge the frustrations of life. So we 
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hear this song (three or four movement), the rhythm of the compact, the whole song 
gives a powerful sonorous and forceful, shock, especially the last trumpet expressed 
strong power of freedom, especially to the infected people.  

We should not forget that in high school, you are burning the midnight oil, bloodshot 
hard, but one after another exam is not ideal to let you in anguish. If you listen to the 
song of the secret garden, you will walk into a more painful mire. You'll feel as if there's 
always a black gloom hanging over you. But you listen to the "fate", especially in your 
own supporting the lyrics "I never give up, I will three in the end" for the future, I will 
not be discouraged, you will feel the "fate" is how full of strength. So, when someone 
is in love, must remember to listen to "fate", do not listen to "the song of the 
mysterious garden"  

Above when combined with the creation of the background and music content to do 
the column (with a comparative method). The following specialized in music content to 
do the column.  

"The Butterfly Lovers" show theme, "Cello and violin duet here, they support each 
other like a question and answer. Then, the deputy division with a swing, lively and 
cheerful, by the band and solo violin alternately play, the performance of their common 
happiness life. This song is sweet, like willow lake, love the ideal setting for a couple in 
love, when the heart filling with honey. If you are not very deep know it is sweet, that 
you can listen to a tale of "Moon", Bing's life, was bullied in the "Moon", he used the 
erhu to the world wept out her ill fated life. So when you're in love, you should know 
what kind of music you should play in your heart".  
 

5.3 Music Effect 
 
Symphony known as noble music, the average person is difficult to understand. But a 
difficult main reason, the melody is the flow of emotion, music is abstract, let the 
feelings of hope. But we have this experience, the soundtrack for the film, we 
understand fast, but also deep. The reason lies in the fact that we can understand the 
soundtrack of the film according to the content of the story, the degree of tension and 
so on. Therefore, through some methods to the symphony "into" the film soundtrack, 
you can then be highly popular. While these methods, effective, I think, is undoubtedly 
a matter of content such as symphony depicts, "1812 Overture" explanation; according 
to the movement of the theme, background title and author, intended to explain, such 
as "Pastoral Symphony".  
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5.4 Similar Analogy 
 
"The book of rites. That music "," music tone is born, it is the origin of people's heart 
activity stimulated "outside Hagel also said," the emotional heart of the world music are 
unique to listen to the freedom of self excited, depression and pain from the heart." 
Obviously, the essence of music is the product of emotion. There are many kinds of 
music, symphony, waltz, music, pop music, and, but their essence is the description of 
the passions. The difference is that the use of the form is not the same, the degree of 
acceptance is not the same.  

Pop music because there are lyrics, coupled with the appreciation of the familiar. So, 
compared to the symphony, pop music is easier to understand and accept. Therefore, 
in the teaching process, the emotional tone, the status of the role of similar symphony 
and popular music to do within. This appreciation is not familiar with the 
transformation into familiar, can deepen understanding. For example, "from the new 
world" fourth movement, the passionate tone indicates that their country can be strong. 
This can not fall "and" the Great Wall analogy. "The Great Wall" is also not inverted and 
sonorous and forceful lyrics, it is easy to understand. "Butterfly Lovers" and cheerful 
atmosphere can "do" than perfect conjugal bliss. "The Butterfly Lovers", with Zhu 
Yingtai played the violin and can resist "love must die" than to do. In the climax, male 
voice hoarse cry to "love to death, not the most incisive unpleasant, give a person with 
strong agitation. For example, a male classmate, when they talk about love in high 
school, parents and teachers were opposed by the love of space is almost No. After 
depressed, the boy carved a few words on the table, is dead to love". Their resistance 
to the outside world is the violin inside, Zhu Yingtai's resistance. This powerful voice is 
Zhu Yingtai's version of "dead" not to love "Beethoven" destiny "to give people 
inspiration, as if you're frustrated or life is not smooth," invisible wings "or" start again 
"for your encouragement." In order to make the analogy a little better, you can choose 
not to have the lyrics when you pop music.  

In fact, the film inside the soundtrack also plays a role as popular songs. Film 
because of the plot, the picture of three-dimensional sense, so the soundtrack is also a 
good understanding. Similarly, the emotional tone, similar to the role of the symphony 
of music with the film music analogy. For example, enjoy the "canon" when, in the 
Internet can find special to the South Korean TV drama as the background of MTV. 
"Moon" is a special film production. "The ambush" said picture mood can be combined 
to the movie "hero" in the "Pavilion wars" soundtrack for the understanding and 
appreciation.  
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Of course in the teaching process, not only to pay attention to music in depicting the 
emotional aspects of the common, but also pay attention to the musical instrument 
playing and musical instruments with different differences brought about.  

At present, in order to strengthen the comprehensive quality education, China's 
ordinary colleges and universities generally set up a public music course. In these 
courses, only by the general office of the State Ministry of Education issued the syllabus 
and requirements of key courses is symphonic music appreciation. Enough to see that 
this course is currently being valued. The rapid development of the information age, as 
a music educator to see the problem and need to change the status quo is an important 
issue we are facing, but also our duty.  
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